
Nothing could be simpler.
To accommodate continuing increases in the quantity of

tailings, the Mount Polley Mining Company simply built the
earthen tailing pond dam higher. Not wider or thicker or
stronger, just higher. The pond was four kilometres square when
the dam broke.

William MacBurney, who worked at the mine from its start
in 1995 to 2000, when it was temporarily shut down, said that
the quantity of tailings soon reached five times what was
originally planned, due to the deteriorating quality of the ore. 

The Mount Polley copper/gold mine, some 56 kilometres
northeast of Williams Lake, is on a site that has been mined
since gold rush days, 1861-1864. Originally a hydraulic placer
mine, where gold was washed from the pits by high-pressure
hoses, it is now a system of large pits. Ore is transported by 200-
tonne trucks. Gold and copper are separated from crushed ore
using large quantities of water.

Too Much Water
Disposing of the water and resulting silt has always been a
problem at Mount Polley. Since 1996, the method has been to
accumulate tailings and the water that comes with them in a
large pond. Annual rainfall over the  mine site is high, so, even
with the most stringent water-use conservation measures, an
annual overflow of some 1.4 million cubic metres could be
expected and must be disposed of. 

In 2009 the company applied for a permit to use Hazeltine
Creek for this purpose, but approval was delayed because of a
lack of baseline data for flow and water quality for the creek.

In the meantime, the company was warned on at least two
occasions that it had allowed the accumulated water and silt in
the tailings pond to exceed the permitted level, which was set by
the Ministry at 2.4 metres below the top of the dam. On one
occasion the water rose to within one metre of the top. After
receiving the warning, the company drained water out of the
tailings pond to an auxiliary pit until the pond was down to the
permitted level.

It thus became, in the language of the Ministry, ‘within
compliance’. However, there is no record of the Ministry then
requiring an engineering assessment of the strength of the dam,
or lowering the permitted ‘compliance’ level of the tailings in
recognition that the dam may have experienced stresses beyond

its designed capacity.

Build It Higher
To cope over the years, the top of the tailings pond dam was
raised in what the company referred to as the ‘ongoing annual
stage dam construction’.  According to former employee Gerald
MacBurney, who worked at Mount Polley for seven years until
he quit a few months ago, the company increased the storage
capacity of the tailings pond by continuing to build the dam
higher each year. However, the dam was not built wider, and
water ran over the top of the dam in several places in May of
2014. ‘We patched it up,’ he said. This apparently met the
requirements of the Ministry’s inspectors.

Drain It Down
Environmental consultant Brian Olding was engaged by the
company and the two First Nations in whose territory the mine
is located to make recommendations about draining the water
from the tailings pond down Hazeltine Creek. His report, dated
2011, makes a number of recommendations directly affecting
the use of the creek as a discharge route for surplus water from
the tailings pond. These include the development of water
quality objectives and examination of the toxicological aspects of
the water for potential harm to wildlife. 

The Ministry granted the permit. In 2014, the company
applied for a further permit for additional wastewater discharge
into Polley Lake, which the Ministry was reviewing when the
dam collapsed. This past week the Ministry has also agreed that
the company may run a pipeline to drain water from Polley
Lake, currently a metre and a half above normal, into Hazeltine
Creek.

Too High?
Five years ago, Olding’s report said that pond levels were already
getting too high. In 2011 he suggested to mine management that
the structural integrity of the tailings pond dam should be tested.
Company officials were quoted as saying that they did not want
to deal with ‘that problem at that time.’ 

Why? It has been suggested that the Mount Polley mine was
at that time producing at maximum capacity to ensure sufficient
cash flow for the development of Imperial’s Red Chris mine. Any
equipment (such as 200-tonne trucks) needed to strengthen the
dam would have to be diverted from Mount Polley’s production.
Additional capital would be needed for Red Chris.
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So What Happened?
In Gerald MacBurney’s words, the dam ‘shifted’ and then ‘let
loose’. This simple description may be a remarkably accurate
account of what happened.

Each time the level of mud and water in the tailings pond
exceeded the previous level, the tailings pond dam, which was
constructed of earth and rock with no reinforcing, could well
have been stressed and even deformed by loads which it was not
designed to sustain.

Despite the subsequent reduction of tailings stored, to the
required level (described by the mining company and the
government inspectors as ‘getting into compliance’), the dam
might not have returned to its original shape and structural
capacity. 

Such repeated stresses could have been at the root of its
eventual breaching and collapse. The company did not consider
that the capacity of the tailings pond might have been reduced,
and the government inspectors assumed that no harm would
have been done by repeated filling of the tailings pond very close
to the top.

Any rule of thumb assumes a margin of safety. Provided one

uses an appropriate thumb.

Drinking Water Guidelines
The breach released an estimated 10 million cubic metres of
water and 4.5 million cubic metres of fine sand. Last year, the
company reported that 326 tonnes of nickel was dumped into
the tailings pond, along with over 400,000 kg of arsenic,
177,000 kg of lead, and 18,400 tonnes of copper and its
compounds. Tailings pond water was reported as containing
selenium exceeding drinking-water guidelines by almost three
times, and organic carbon concentrations exceeded guidelines
for chlorinated water. While Minister of Environment Mary
Polak reports that water flowing into Quesnel Lake will meet
drinking water guidelines,  local First Nations people express
concern about the forthcoming salmon run.

Political Contributions
According to Elections BC records, Imperial Metals Corporation
and its various subsidiaries has contributed approximately
$234,000 to the BCLiberal party since 2003. This included
contributions to the election of Bill Bennett, who is now the
Minister responsible for enforcing mining regulations. Hedging
its bets, the company also contributed $43,000 to the NDP. 0
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